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• ASWB is seeking qualified social workers to write questions for the licensing exams used in the United States and Canada. Deadline for applications is December 31, 2020. Practicing social workers—item writers—write all the questions on the ASWB social work licensing exams. These writers are selected for their social work expertise and balanced to reflect diversity in practice area, geography, and demographics. Item writers work on a contract basis and are paid $1,500 for 30 questions approved for review by the ASWB Examination Committee. ASWB needs social workers from all categories of licensure with a variety of backgrounds in education and experience. Learn more and apply.

• I have been anonymously asked to explain the order of featured articles that we publish in each issue: Articles are published in the order they were originally submitted for review. Thus, within this issue Anna Pekkarinen’s manuscript arrived to me first, while Sanjoy Roy’s manuscript arrived last.

• JSWVE is seeking persons to be copy editors. We ask for copy editors to assess one manuscript per year. We are also seeking social workers who are in full time private practice without university teaching experience to be manuscript reviewers.